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At present, one of the most urgent problems of the game engineering is to design a 
virtual world management system, which makes it possible to describe the development and 
self-regulating of a virtual world [1]. This system provides  a non-linear development model 
where the virtual processes behave themselves closely to the processes in the real world.

We specify the structure of the virtual world consisting of the following elements: the 
basic elements are  countries, cities, sections of the population, natural resources, industrial 
resources.  These elements  are related  to each other by the four basic processes:  political, 
economic,  social  and military.  There  arises  the  problem to find effective  management  of 
above-mentioned processes which ensures stability of virtual world development.

We  design  the  Entity  Relationship  Diagram  (ERD)  [2] of  the  inner  virtual  world 
relationship system and  find an algorithm for making decisions based on this model. 

Also  we  design  an  ERD   for  the  political  system,  which  includes  the  following 
subsystems: a decision making subsystem, an external relationship regulation subsystem, and 
subsystem of power change, and we propose algorithms implementing these subsystems.

The ERD of economics system which includes the following subsystems: a production 
and consumption analysis subsystem, a trade connection subsystem, is under development. 
This ERD is subordinate to political system ERD is sense that it provides data for the making 
decision subsystem. 

The system described above is implemented to an on-line game “Aidos world” which 
we are developing now. Also the proposed system can be applied to situational management 
and to distant education, where it can be used for simulation decision results.
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